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Abstract
This paper presents an Eulerian numerical method for the computation of a bi-valued solution of Hamilton–
Jacobi type equation in a particular geometric setting. More precisely we consider high frequency electromag-
netic (elds in the vicinity of fold caustics.
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0. Introduction
We are concerned with the propagation of a laser wave in a material medium. A new and important
application is the design of very high power laser devices such as the Laser M<ega-Joule (LMJ) in
France or the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in the USA. The laser electromagnetic (eld can be
accurately modelized and computed by the solution A = A(X ) of the following frequency wave
equation [39]
˜(˜A) + k20 (1− N )A+ ik0A= 0: (1)
The space variable X belongs to Rd+1 (d = 1 in the sequel), ˜ is the gradient operator in Rd+1,
k0 is the wave number of the laser wave in the vacuum, N = N (X ) is a given smooth positive
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function representing the adimensional electronic density of the material medium and  a given
positive function which characterizes the absorption coeKcient of the laser energy by the material.
We assume that 06N ¡ 1 since the laser wave cannot propagate in regions where N¿ 1. Eq. (1)
may be set in an unbounded domain with an incident known excitation Ainc. The equation is then
complemented by or in a bounded domain with so-called radiation boundary conditions (or equivalent
absorbing boundary conditions in a bounded domain) satis(ed by A−Ainc. The de(nition of domain
and boundary conditions are intimately linked with the problem of multi-valued geometrical optics
and are discussed below.
0.1. The W.K.B. approximation
The oscillatory behavior of the solution generally makes the numerical resolution of (1) too
expensive even in two dimensions. Fortunately, the wavelength 2k−10 is less than 1 m and much
smaller than the scale of the variations of N . It is therefore relevant to use a W.K.B. (high frequency)
approximation of A [35,18]. Let us recall brieOy the principle of this approximation before discussing
numerical methods in this framework. The solution of (1) is a priori replaced by the following
asymptotic expansion:
A=
(
a+
a1
ik0
+
a2
(ik0)2
+ · · ·
)
exp (ik0) (2)
called the W.K.B. ansatz. At the leading signi(cant orders, Eq. (1) writes
0= k20a[N − 1 + |˜|2]
− ik0[a+ 2˜a · ˜+ a˜(˜)] + · · · :
Thus, equating the coeKcient of k20 to zero, we get the so-called Eikonal equation for the phase 
|˜|2 = 1− N: (3)
Setting n(X )=
√
1− N (X ), we recover the usual geometrical optics Eikonal equation with index of
refraction n (0¡n6 1).
Furthermore, equating the coeKcient of k0 to zero leads to the transport equation satis(ed by the
(rst term of the amplitude, a
a+ 2˜a˜+ a˜ :(˜) = 0: (4)
Note that the physically relevant quantity E = |a|2, representing the laser energy, also satis(es a
transport equation
E + ˜ :(E˜) = 0; (5)
E being the absorbed laser energy.
This method of approximation of the solution of (1) is called geometrical optics. Several re(ne-
ments of this theory such as Maslov theory (see [42] for an application of this theory in a geophysical
context) or the geometrical theory of diPraction [15] for the diPraction of a wave by an object, have
been proposed. The case of the solution near a caustic curve, our case, is treated in detail in [37].
To the best of our knowledge, existing numerical methods based on these mathematical tools use
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Lagrangian ray tracing solutions of (3). The goal of our study is to use Eulerian solutions of (3) in
the resolution of (1).
We now analyze a solution of (3) in a very simple but relevant setting that convey a rough
geometric picture of our problem. We will see that there are two relevant values for the solution
in a domain bounded by a caustic curve, we will write that the solution is bivalued and this is a
general feature of our problem.
0.2. Ray tracing—a Lagrangian method
This is best done using ray tracing which is the classical Lagrangian numerical method for solving
(3). Basically, ray tracing relies on the remark that the integral curves of ˜, called rays and denoted
Y (s) (i.e. dY=ds = ˜(Y (s)) and s is a parameterization of the curve) are solutions of a simple
system of ordinary diPerential equations (ODEs)
dY
ds
= P(s);
dP
ds
=
1
2
˜(n2)(Y (s)) (6)
(set P(s)=˜(Y (s)) and use (3)). Ray tracing allows to compute both the phase and the amplitude
of the ansatz (2), thus forming an approximate solution of (1). The phase  can be simply computed
as the integral of ‖P‖2 along a ray, since
d
ds
(Y (s)) =
dY
ds
:˜(Y (s)) = ‖P(s)‖2: (7)
Using (4), the amplitude a satis(es
d
ds
a(Y (s)) =−a(Y (s))Q(Y (s))− a(Y (s)): (8)
Of course, we need to specify initial conditions for (6)–(8), and this is where the notion of boundary
conditions comes in.
0.3. Boundary conditions
Let us consider a bounded box containing our material. Outside this box, the vacuum is charac-
terized by N = 0 (i.e., n= 1) and = 0, and Eq. (1) simply reduces to the wave equation
˜(˜A) + k20A= 0:
We assume that the incident component of A is a plane wave of direction unit vector eb
Ainc(X ) = exp(ik0X · eb):
Let us denote inc the part of the boundary characterized by eb:wX ¡ 0, where wX is the outwards
normal vector to the boundary of the domain at point X .
The comparison of the expression of the incident (eld Ainc with the W.K.B ansatz (2) provides
initial conditions for (6)–(8). For all Y0 on inc a ray entering the domain can be traced (one says
shot) with the initial conditions
Y (0) = Y0;
P(0) = eb
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(recall that P stands for the gradient of the phase). Eqs. (7)–(8) are solved with the initial conditions
(Y (0)) = Y0 · eb;
a(Y (0)) = 1:
The phase gradient of the incident wave provides the initial condition for P, but also provides the
initial value for  simply by integrating it along inc. In this sense, we say that we solve the Eikonal
equation with the boundary condition on inc
˜= eb: (9)
In the following, condition (9) will refer accordingly to the condition on the phase or to the condition
on the gradient.
A solution  of the Eikonal equation (3) and a solution a of the transport equation (4) are then
computed along the rays Oowing in the domain through inc with initial conditions given by Ainc.
In this Lagrangian sense, aeik0 is an approximation of a solution of (1).
In the presence of caustics, rays cross and yield multi-valued solutions a and  at crossing points.
Therefore, the Lagrangian solution is a superposition of W.K.B. ansatz. We simplify further the
problem in order to introduce a separation of the rays into a direct and a return part; we focus
on the study of a single fold caustic. The notion of multi-valued solution of the Eikonal equation
follows naturally.
0.4. An elementary example
In our setting the smooth variations of the index n are responsible for the scattering of the wave
through the second equation of (6) which bends the rays. Let us assume that X =(z; x)∈R×R+, i.e.,
our domain is the half-plane x¿ 0, and inc = {x = 0}. We take eb = (cos ; sin ) with ∈ ]0; =2[
and select an index n which does not depends on z
N (x) = x; n(x) =
√
1− x: (10)
Let Y0 = (z0; 0), Y = (z; y) and P = (q; p), The rays Oowing through inc are a family of curves
(z(s; z0); y(s; z0)) labeled by z0 their initial position on x=0 and parameterized by s. The ray equations
(6) with the ad hoc initial conditions derived from (9) write
9z
9s = q; z(0) = z0;
9y
9s = p; y(0) = 0;
9q
9s = 0; q(0) = sin ;
9p
9s =−
1
2
; p(0) = cos ; (11)
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which de(nes a family of identical parabolic rays:
y(s; z0) =− 14s2 + s cos ;
z(s; z0) = s sin + z0: (12)
Each ray therefore enters the domain with positive x-speed 9y=9s=cos ; this speed decreases down
to 0 which is reached at the point xc=cos2 ; afterwards the ray goes back with increasing negative
x-speed 9y=9s until it exits the domain with 9y=9s=−cos  (see Fig. 2).
A (rst simpli(cation which will be used throughout the paper is to use the z coordinate to
parameterize the curve y. We remark indeed that z is a strictly increasing function of s and that we
can reduce the dimensionality of the problem simply by writing y as a function of (z; z0):
y(z; z0) =−14
(
z − z0
sin 
)2
+
z − z0
sin 
cos : (13)
The domain spanned by the rays is bounded on one side by inc = {x = 0} and on the other side
by a curve x = xc = cos2  called caustic, which depends on the solution itself (here simply on the
initial angle ). For x¿xc the equation x=y(z; z0) has no real z0 roots. This is the “shadow” region
where no ray penetrates. When x6 xc the equation x= y(z; z0) has two z0 roots denoted z−0 and z
+
0
which are functions of (z; x). This is the illuminated region where every point (z; x) is reached by
two rays:
• The (rst ray y(·; z−0 ) reaches (z; x) (i.e., x = y(z; z−0 )) before touching the caustic. This ray will
be referred to as direct.
• The second ray y(·; z+0 ) reaches (z; x) (i.e., x=y(z; z+0 )) after touching the caustic. It will of course
be our return ray.
We can also compute the phase by the ray method: Eq. (7) on the Lagrangian phase ’(s; z0) writes
9’
9s = q
2 + p2 =
1
4
s2 − s cos + 1: (14)
We use again boundary condition (9): integrating it along inc yields ’(0; z0) = z0 sin , assuming
that ’(0; 0) = 0 since the solution of (3) is de(ned up to an additive constant. Therefore, solving
(14) yields
’(s; z0) =
1
12
s3 − 1
2
s2 cos + s+ z0 sin 
or if expressed as a function of (z; z0) as in (13)
’(z; z0) =
1
12
(
z − z0
sin 
)3
− 1
2
(
z − z0
sin 
)2
cos +
z − z0
sin 
+ z0 sin : (15)
Coming back to our z±0 splitting above we notice that the Lagrangian phase yields a bivalued function
of position (z; x): ’(z; z±0 ). If we want to shift to an Eulerian representation we therefore need
two Eulerian phase functions ±(z; x) of (z; x) which are precisely de(ned by ±(z; x) = ’(z; z±0 ).
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Extracting the two roots of x = y(z; z±) we get
±(z; x) =± 23 (cos2 − x)3=2 + z sin + 23cos2 : (16)
We are now able to verify in this particular case the result in [8], which claims that the phases
± are the solutions of the PDE (3)
9±
9z
2
+
9±
9x
2
= n2(z; x)
with the same boundary condition imposed on − on inc as in the ray method: −(0; z) = z sin ,
and a boundary condition imposed on + at the caustic
+(z; xc) = −(z; xc) (17)
relying on the fact that the Lagrangian phase (s; z0) transported along the rays is continuous.
Recall that P = (q; p) stands for the gradient of the phase. In our case q = sin  is positive and
constant in the whole domain, the Eikonal equation simpli(es to
9±
9x =∓
√
n2 − sin2 : (18)
The choice of the ∓ sign is the consequence of the ± splitting convention: − is the direct phase,
the gradient of − heads towards the caustic.
Integrating (18) with the boundary conditions described above we (nd again (16), thus proving
that the resolution of the Eikonal equations on ± with boundary conditions (9) and (17) gives the
same result as the ray method with boundary condition (9). Remark that we do not have to set a
boundary condition on the caustic for the—solution, nor on the incident boundary for the + solution
since the Eikonal equation is an hyperbolic equation, only the boundaries where the characteristics
enter the domain are signi(cant.
One goal of this paper is to achieve the same Eulerian splitting numerically when analytical
solutions cannot be computed.
0.5. Motivations
We can now say a word about the motivations of this work. The main drawback of the ray method
is that its spatial resolution depends on the (eld of rays, which is particularly dense near a caustic
and sparse away from it. Therefore, one needs sophisticated interpolation techniques as in [36,49]
to achieve a reasonable accuracy.
The original idea, also explored in [2,7,8,16,23,40,24,43,25,28,38,45,26,32,33] is to substitute an
Eulerian method to ray tracing, which consists in solving the partial diPerential equation (3) on a
(xed grid instead of computing the phase along rays. This allows an arbitrary uniform spatial resolu-
tion depending only on the mesh. The diKculty is to take into account the possible multivaluedness
of the ray (eld.
This paper presents an Eulerian numerical method for the computation of a bivalued solution in a
geometric setting similar to our simpli(ed toy problem above. More precisely we will consider + and
− solutions connected in the Eulerian sense (17) along a caustic curve which can be parameterized
by z. Such caustics are called folds (the ray (eld folds on itself).
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In most applications concerning the absorption of a laser in a plasma, there exists a privileged
ray propagation direction denoted z such that, setting X =(z; x)∈R×Rd, Eq. (3) may be written as
9
9z + H
(
z; x;
9
9x
)
= 0; (19)
where in our case
H (z; x; p) =−
√
n2(z; x)− p2: (20)
Our work applies to the general abstract framework of Hamilton–Jacobi equations, where the Hamil-
tonian H is continuous up to its second derivatives and strictly convex in its last variable.
0.6. Organization of the paper
We (rst recall (Section 1) some mathematical properties of fold solutions of Eq. (19) in its
Lagrangian and Eulerian settings. We then derive, in Section 2, an ODE for the equation of a
general caustic curve of the form x = xc(z), which closes the Eulerian system for the − and +
solution. In practice, the initialization is only given for the − part of the solution; we explain how
to construct a bivalued stationary solution that can be used as an initialization of the complete ±
system in the general case. The diKculties linked with the discretization of the Eulerian system are
discussed in Section 3, where we propose an approximate numerical closure for the caustic equation.
Section 4 presents some numerical results.
A sequel to this paper [10] is devoted to the computation of energy (5).
1. Mathematical tools
We consider the Hamiltonian function (20)
H (z; x; p) =−
√
n2(z; x)− p2:
We assume that the index n and the direct condition are such that the multi-valued solution of
the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (19) exhibits a fold caustic. Let us introduce these notions in the
framework of bicharacteristics.
1.1. The bicharacteristics
We consider the following set of ordinary diPerential equations:

y˙(z; x0) = Hp(z; y; p);
p˙(z; x0) =−Hx(z; y; p);
’˙(z; x0) = p · Hp(z; y; p)− H (z; y; p)
(21)
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with initial conditions

y(0; x0) = x0;
p(0; x0) = 9x00(x0);
’(0; x0) = 0(x0):
The dot stands for derivation with respect to z, and Hx and Hp denote the derivatives of H with
respect to x and p. Existence and uniqueness is guaranteed by Cauchy–Lipschitz theorem, see Lemma
1.2 for suKcient hypothesis and a regularity result.
The curves (z; x0) → (y(z; x0); p(z; x0)) are called the bicharacteristics and the corresponding
diPerential equations form a Hamiltonian system. The rays (z; x0) → y(z; x0) are the projection
onto the (rst coordinate of the bicharacteristics. To each initial position x0 ∈Rd corresponds a ray
z → y(z; x0) parameterized by z.
The phase ’(z; x0) is computed along the corresponding ray y(z; x0), i.e., the value of the phase
at point (z; y(z; x0)) is ’(z; x0). When rays cross, ’ is multi-valued. This happens in particular in
the vicinity of a caustic.
1.2. The caustic
Denition 1. The caustic is the set of the points (z; y(z; x0)) such that
9x0y(z; x0) = 0: (22)
Proposition 2. The caustic is the envelope of the rays.
Proof. The envelope of a family of curves (z; y(z; x0)) depending on two parameters z and x0 is the
set of the points (z; y(z; x0)) such that the Jacobian of the map (z; x0) → (z; y(z; x0)) vanishes.
The Lagrangian method for computing the position of the caustic is to compute 9x0y along the
rays. Indeed, linearizing the Hamiltonian system with respect to x0 yields a set of ODEs [8]
9z
(
9x0y
9x0p
)
=
(
Hxp(z; y; p) Hpp(z; y; p)
−Hxx(z; y; p) −Hxp(z; y; p)
)(
9x0y
9x0p
)
(23)
the initial condition being(
9x0y(0; x0)
9x0p(0; x0)
)
=
(
1
92x200
)
:
Since the initial condition is nonzero, we have the following result again thanks to Cauchy–Lipschitz
uniqueness theorem:
Lemma 3. 9x0y and 9x0p cannot vanish simultaneously.
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Regularity conditions: Until now we have been implicitly working in a C∞ framework. For the
need of Section 2.2, we give here minimal regularity conditions on n and 0 to achieve the continuity
of the caustic.
Lemma 4. We assume that:
• n(z; x) is continuous with respect to z and C3 with respect to x;
• 0(x0) is C3.
Then y(z; x0) and 9x0y(z; x0) are C1 functions.
Proof. See for instance, in [17, Theorem 3.4.2, p. 148] on the regularity of the solution of an ODE
with respect to the initial condition.
Proposition 5. Under the above assumptions, the caustic is a continuous curve.
Proof. The caustic can be parametrized by x0. Indeed,
9z(9x0y) = Hxp(z; y; p)9x0y + Hpp(z; y; p)9x0p:
At a caustic point, 9x0y vanishes, but 9x0p does not (Lemma 3). Moreover, Hpp¿ 0 due to the strict
convexity of H with respect to p. Therefore, in the vicinity of a caustic point, 92zx0y = 0. Therefore,
we can apply the implicit function theorem: there exists a C1 function z(x0) such that
9x0y(z(x0); x0) = 0:
Then the caustic is the curve {(z(x0); y(z(x0); x0))}.
The fold caustic: In dimension 2 there are two kinds of stable caustics, the fold caustic and the
cuspidal caustic [5,31]. As mentioned in the introduction, we focus on fold caustics.
Denition 6. The caustic point (z; y(z; x0)) is a fold caustic points if and only if
92x20y(z; x0) = 0: (24)
Proposition 7. The fold caustic is a curve that can be parameterized by z. We denote it x= xc(z).
Proof. Since 92x20y(z; x0) = 0, one can apply the implicit function theorem: there exists a function
x0(z) such that ∀z; 9x0y(z; x0(z)) = 0. Then the caustic is the curve x = y(z; x0(z)).
1.3. Switching to an Eulerian framework
The variables (z; x0) are called ray or Lagrangian coordinates. The variables (z; x) are called Eule-
rian coordinates. We call Lagrangian (resp. Eulerian) a function of the Lagrangian (resp. Eulerian)
coordinates.
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Fig. 1. Lagrangian Eulerian correspondence.
When the transformation from Lagrangian to Eulerian coordinates
(z; x0) → (z; y(z; x0)) (25)
is invertible, that is out of caustic points according to de(nition (1), the Lagrangian phase ’(z; x0)
de(nes locally an Eulerian function (z; x) by
(z; y(z; x0)) = ’(z; x0) (26)
(see Figs. 1 and 2).
A theorem in [22] states that the second coordinate p of the bicharacteristics (shot with the proper
initial conditions) matches the gradient of the Eulerian phase:
p(z; x0) = 9x(z; y(z; x0)): (27)
Assuming this, we prove
Proposition 8. The function  is solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation
9z(z; x) + H (z; x; 9x(z; x)) = 0: (28)
Proof. Derivating de(nition (26) with respect to z yields
9z+ y˙ · 9x= ’˙= p · Hp(z; y; p)− H (z; y; p);
which simpli(es using (21): y˙ = Hp and (27): p= 9x.
One can therefore compute the phase in an Eulerian framework by solving the partial diPerential
equation (28) on a (xed grid, thus avoiding the resolution problems of the ray method. However,
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Fig. 2. The pseudo-stationary problem.
this is not straightforward, because of multi-valuedness and caustics. This paper presents an Eulerian
method for computing the phase in the vicinity of a fold caustic.
1.4. Behavior of the phase in the vicinity of a fold caustic
We provide here some material for later use. In order to describe the behavior of the phase,
we study a geometrical object which is the graph of the gradient of the phase (or rather p) in a
generalized meaning since the phase is multivalued. Let us consider the manifold consisting of the
union of all bicharacteristics,
"= {(z; y(z; x0); p(z; x0)) | z¿ 0; x06 0}: (29)
Remark 9. " is the projection on R2 × R of what is usually called the Lagrangian manifold [21].
We do not take into account the dual coordinate of z since z is a privileged direction of propagation
and no folding can occur in this direction.
Proposition 10. " is a manifold of dimension 2.
Proof. The Jacobian matrix of the map de(ning " in (29) is(
1 9zy 9zp
0 9x0y 9x0p
)
:
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Since 9x0y and 9x0p do not vanish simultaneously (Lemma 3), there is always one of the two
matrices(
1 9zy
0 9x0y
)
and
(
1 9zp
0 9x0p
)
;
which is invertible.
This proof points out that the caustic, where 9x0y vanishes, is the set of points above which "
cannot be parameterized by z and x. This means that " has a vertical tangent plane, and is no longer
a graph. However, at caustic points 9x0p does not vanish and " can be parameterized by z and p.
In the case of the fold caustic, " remains on one side of the tangent plane (which is not the case
at the tip of a cuspidal caustic), as shown by Corollary 12.
Let (zc; xc) be a caustic point. Let x0 be the initial position of the ray that hits (zc; xc), i.e.,
xc = y(zc; x0). Let pc denote the corresponding value of p, p(zc; x0). Since 9x0p(zc; x0) = 0, " can
be parameterized by z and p in the vicinity of (zc; xc; pc). Let x(z; p) be the function such that
"= {(z; x(z; p); p)}:
Lemma 11. 9px(zc; pc) = 0 and 92p2x(zc; pc) = 0.
Proof. By de(nition (29), function x(z; p) satis(es
x(z; p(z; x0)) = y(z; x0):
Derivating with respect to x0 yields
9x0p9px = 9x0y;
92x20p9px + (9x0p)
292p2x = 9
2
x20
y;
which proves the lemma using the fact that at a fold caustic point 9x0y = 0, 92x20y = 0 and
9x0p = 0.
Corollary 12. The Taylor expansion of x(z; p) with respect to p is
x(zc; p) = xc + a(zc)(p− pc)2 + O((p− pc)3); (30)
where a(zc) = 92p2x(zc; pc) does not vanish.
2. Derivation of the complete model
We consider a setting in which the Lagrangian phase ’ exhibits a fold caustic. It then de(nes
two Eulerian functions ± that are related at the caustic by the continuity condition (17) and are
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solutions (see [8]) of the Hamilton–Jacobi equations
9z− + H (z; x; 9x−) = 0;
9z+ + H (z; x; 9x+) = 0 (31)
in the illuminated region bounded by the caustic curve C with a boundary condition derived from
(17)
+|C = −|C:
According to Proposition 7, this curve can be parameterized by z in the form x = xc(z) and we
derive below an ODE for xc (see Section 2.1). Let us assume for simplicity that the computational
domain (the illuminated region) lies on the left of the caustic (x6 xc(z)). For obvious technical
reasons, we have to bound our domain on the left. We assumed that the index of refraction was
constant (free space) for x6 0. In this region of free propagation, the physics relies on the unit
vector eb=(sin ; cos ) describing the direction of the incident laser beam. We therefore restrain the
computational domain to 06 x6 xc(z). As explained in the introduction, the boundary condition on
x = 0 (also called inc) for the − part of the solution depends on eb and is given by (assume that
−(0; 0) = 0 and n(z; x) = 1 for x6 0):
−(z; 0) = inc(z) = z sin :
We enforce an outgoing boundary condition for + on x=0 under the geometrical fold hypothesis that
the return rays exit the domain once they have turned at the caustic. This can be easily implemented
using Soner’s type boundary conditions (see [6,1])
+(z; 0) = +∞:
The geometrical setting of the problem is further complicated as the ideal half-plane situation of the
introduction with a pseudo-stationary in z fold solution is of course not the general rule. In practice
the index of refraction modelizing the plasma is given in a bounded box 06 x6 xd, 06 z6 zd
where zd is our (nal z horizon and xd necessarily satis(es xd¿xc(z) for all z. Then the actual
domain of de(nition of − and + depends on the geometry of the extremal ray shot from the
(0; 0) corner (see Fig. 3). We show in Section 2.2 how to extend the domains of de(nition of −
and + in a noninterfering way by imposing compatible initial conditions −0 and 
+
0 on 
− and
+. The caustic is also virtually prolongated and starts at z = 0. We denote C0 = xc(0).
2.1. Equation of the caustic
As noted in [8] the problem is a free boundary problem since the domain is bounded by the
caustic, which itself depends on the solution. The position of the caustic is therefore an unknown
of the problem. We derive here a new equation for this unknown. It is one of the key ingredients
in the closure of our system.
Let x0(z) be the function such that for all z¿ 0, x0(z) is the starting point of the ray that hits the
caustic at time z, which writes xc(z) = y(z; x0(z)). Derivating with respect to z yields
x˙c(z) = y˙ + 9zx09x0y:
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Fig. 3. Domains of de(nition of − and +.
At caustic points, 9x0y = 0. Therefore, using (21),
x˙c(z) = Hp(z; xc(z); pc(z)); (32)
where pc(z) = p(z; x0(z)) is the value of p at the caustic.
In order to compute the position of the caustic xc(z) through an ordinary diPerential equation, we
would need to compute pc(z) as well. Derivating pc(z) = p(z; x0(z)) with respect to z yields
p˙c(z) = p˙+ 9zx0 · 9x0p:
There appears 9zx0 which is unknown, and 9x0p which does not vanish. Therefore, we cannot compute
an ODE on xc(z) independently. It is necessary to couple it to the resolution of the Eikonal equations
(31); indeed, relation (27) shows that pc(z)=9x−(z; xc(z))=9x+(z; xc(z)), and we should be able
to recover pc from − and +. However, numerical diKculties linked to the behavior of the phase
in the vicinity of the caustic must be addressed (see Section 3.1).
2.2. Initial conditions
In this section, we propose a systematic way of deriving a noninterfering Cauchy data for our
system (31)–(32). The idea is to consider a stationary problem similar to the toy problem of the
introduction in the z6 0 zone.
We (rst extend the refraction index n by setting
n(z; x) = n(0; x) for z¡ 0:
Note that the index thus de(ned complies with the regularity condition of Proposition 5.
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We then set a “stationary” direct condition on R− × {0} which, assuming again that n(z; 0) = 1
and −(0; 0) = 0, takes the form
−(z; 0) = inc(z) = z sin :
This just means that all rays shot from R− × {0} are shot with the same angle .
We now give a suKcient condition for the existence of a caustic: let us assume that there exists a
point x such that n(0; x) = sin  and that the in(mum C0 of such points is such that 9xn(0; C0)¡ 0,
which will be the case in our application.
Proposition 13. Under these assumptions, the Lagrangian solution ’ exhibits a fold caustic in the
z¡ 0 region. This caustic is the vertical line x = C0.
Proof. The rays solve an equation analogous to (11),
9sy = p;
9sp= 9x(n2(0; y)):
Substituting the (rst equation in the second one, multiplying by 9sy and integrating yields (9sy)2 =
n2(0; y)− sin2 , or
9sy =±
√
n2(0; y)− sin2 :
Each ray therefore enters the domain with positive x-speed and propagates to the right until it reaches
C0 where 9sy vanishes. There the condition 9xn(0; C0)¡ 0 ensures that 9sy changes signs and that
the ray propagates to the left until it exits the domain.
This qualitative study proves that the Lagrangian solution ’ of the Hamiltonian system (21) with
the above prescribed incident wave condition exhibits a fold caustic at x = C0.
We denote by ± the corresponding Eulerian functions, de(ned for z6 0 and 06 x6C0. The
value at z=0 of these phases will of course be our initial conditions for ± in (36): we now consider
our problem (36) for z¿ 0 as the continuation of a stationary case, in which we compute everything
explicitly (see below). Note that it extends the caustic, supposedly starting at some z0¿ 0, when the
extremal ray (starting from (0; 0)) (rst hits the caustic, with a “virtual” caustic, vertical in negative
z (see Fig. 4). The virtual caustic smoothly rejoins the caustic we want to compute at z = z0. This
conjecture is theoretically justi(ed by Proposition 5 and numerically con(rmed by the results of
Section 4.
Explicit computation of the initial conditions: As shown by the bicharacteristics method, 9z± is
constant and equal to sin  in the whole z6 0 domain since 9q=9s = 0 in (11). Therefore, we can
set
±(z; x) = ±0 (x) + z sin 
and from the Eikonal equation (19) we deduce that −0 and 
+
0 solve
9±0
9x =∓
√
n2 − sin2  (33)
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Fig. 4. Initialization by a stationary problem.
(since − corresponds to the direct part of the rays, its gradient must head to the right). The
functions ±0 can be computed by integration:
−0 (x0) =
∫ x0
0
√
n2(0; x)− sin2  dx;
+0 (x0) = 
−
0 (C0) +
∫ C0
x0
√
n2(0; x)− sin2  dx
assuming that −0 (0) = 0 and using boundary condition (17).
2.3. Change of variables
For mere practical purposes, we make a change of variables that will simplify the geometry of
our computational domain, and make its discretization easier. Let
x˜(z; x) = x − xc(z) + C0: (34)
In the new variable x˜, the equation of the caustic writes
x˜ = C0:
The caustic is then a straight line, and the computational domain is simply R+ × [0; C0].
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Let us now determine the equation satis(ed by  after this change of variables. Let ˜(z; x˜)=(z; x).
The Eikonal equation becomes
9z˜− x˙c(z)9x˜˜+ H (z; x˜ + xc(z)− C0; 9x˜˜) = 0 (35)
or
9z˜+ H˜ (z; x˜; 9x˜˜) = 0;
where
H˜ (z; x˜; p) = H (z; x˜ + xc(z)− C0; p)− x˙c(z)p:
We remark that the modi(ed Hamiltonian H˜ remains convex in its last variable p.
2.4. Summary
For convenience we summarize here all the equations and boundary/initial conditions
Eq. (32) on xc(z) is added to system (31). After change of variables (34), we get the following
system of equations:

9z˜− + H˜ (z; x˜; 9x˜˜−) = 0;
9z˜+ + H˜ (z; x˜; 9x˜˜+) = 0; for (z; x)∈R+ × [0; C0]
x˙c(z) = Hp(z; xc(z); pc(z));
pc(z) = 9x˜˜±(z; C0):
(36)
Remark 14. The Eikonal equations are coupled to the additional ODE on xc(z) since H˜ depends
on xc.
We impose the following boundary conditions:
• Incident wave boundary condition
˜−(z; 0) = inc(z) for z¿ 0:
• Condition on the caustic
˜+(z; C0) = ˜−(z; C0) for z¿ 0:
• Outgoing boundary conditions—We impose a Soner’s type outgoing condition on ˜+ on inc, and
on ˜− on the caustic.
• Initial conditions
˜±(0; x0) = ±0 (x0);
xc(0) = C0:
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3. Numerical methods
In order to solve the Eikonal equations in (36), we use a (nite diPerences scheme based upon
the Osher–Godunov numerical Hamiltonian. We write it down in Section 3.3 only because our
Hamiltonian is not the classical Hamiltonian of geometrical optics.
The originality of our method consists in solving simultaneously the ODE (32) on the position of
the caustic, which is one of the boundaries of our computational domain. The main diKculty here is
to compute an accurate value of pc (see Section 3.1). We also clarify the boundary condition used
on the caustic in Section 3.2.
Notations: Let {x˜1; : : : ; x˜J} be the regular discretization of [0; C0]. The z discretization {zn} follows
by application of a CFL type condition, depending on the angle of the rays with the x-axis (the
smaller this angle, the stricter the CFL condition). Let %z and %x be the steps of discretization.
The value of a function a at point (zn; x˜j) is denoted anj , and 9lx˜anj and 9rx˜anj stand for its numerical
discrete left and right derivatives. Let us start with a (nite diPerences scheme of order 1. Upwind
derivative operators are
9lx˜anj =
anj − anj−1
%x
;
9rx˜anj =
anj+1 − anj
%x
:
3.1. Computation of pc
The resolution of (32) requires an accurate computation pc, which is the limit value of the gradient
of both phases ± at the caustic.
Remark 15. Under the change of variables (34),
9x˜˜= 9x:
Therefore, it suKces to study the relationship between pc and the gradients of the phases in the old
variable x. Moreover, we (x z in all this section, and often omit dependence on z.
DiEculties encountered: Thanks to relation (27), we know that pc(z) = 9x−(z; xc(z)) =
9x+(z; xc(z)). However, the discrete estimations of the gradient of the phase with respect to x
using (nite diPerences in the vicinity of the caustic are inaccurate because of the generic behavior
of the phase in the vicinity of the caustic. Let us sketch the convergence of the (nite diPerences
scheme. We omit dependence on z and denote by ′, ′′ and ′′′ the (rst derivatives of  with
respect to x. The Taylor formula writes
′(x) =
(x)− (x − %x)
%x
− %x
2
′′(x) + o(%x):
Formally, ′′(x) ∼ 1=√(xc − x) and letting x → xc in Taylor’s formula yields
′(xc)− (xc)− (xc − %x)%x ∼
√
%x:
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Fig. 5. A cut of ".
The estimation of pc with the discrete derivative of − or + would therefore only be of order 12 ,
and pollute our scheme, otherwise of order 1.
Worse, increasing the order of the (nite diPerences scheme does not improve things at all. Of
course,
′(x) =
3(x)− 4(x − %x) + (x − %x)
2%x
+
2
3
′′′(x)%x2 + o(%x2)
but ′′′(x) ∼ 1=(xc − x)3=2, hence,
′(xc)− 3(xc)− 4(xc − %x) + (xc − %x)2%x ∼
√
%x:
But, as we shall see, the approximate numerical values of order 12 of 9x
± in the vicinity of the
caustic will still allow us to get an approximation of pc of order 1, thanks to the knowledge of the
geometry of manifold " in the vicinity of a fold caustic.
Heuristics: This subsection mathematically illustrates formula (37). As shown on Fig. 6, the
direction of the caustic is approximated by the mean value of the directions of the rays at some
point close to the caustic. The key ingredient here is that the errors, of order 12 , made in the
computation of the gradients of the phases are suppressed, thanks to the local symmetry of manifold
", the order of the error being thus improved from 12 to 1.
More precisely, let us consider a cut of " at z (xed, as in Figs. 5 and 6. Let p− and p+ denote
the direct and return values of p at point xc − %x, i.e.,
p± = 9x±(z; xc − %x):
Corollary 12 shows that " is locally an approximate parabola of vertex (xc; pc). If it were an exact
parabola, we would have pc = (p+ + p−)=2. In the general case, we have, as %x → 0,
p+ + p−
2
= pc +O(%x):
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Fig. 6. Illustration of formula (37).
Proof. Since p+ → pc and p− → pc, one can apply Taylor approximation (30) of x as a function
of p:
xc − %x = x(p±) = xc + A(p± − pc)2 + O((p± − pc)3);
where A does not vanish. First, we deduce an estimate of p± − pc:
A(p± − pc)2 ∼ −%x ⇒ p± − pc ∼ ±B
√
%x;
where B=−1=√|A| (p−¿pc is the direction of the direct rays). Then,
A(p± − pc)2 = −%x +O((p± − pc)3) =−%x +O(%x3=2)
⇒p± − pc =±B
√
%x +O(%x):
Summing the ± equalities yields
p+ + p−
2
− pc =O(%x)
Thanks to the symmetry up to O((p− pc)3) of manifold ", the
√
%x terms simplify, having the
same coeKcient.
Numerical estimate for pc: In practice, we work with a discretization of ±, and discrete deriva-
tives. Let
p˜± =
±(xc)− ±(xc − %x)
%x
be the discrete derivatives of ±, centered at xc − %x=2. Then a numerical estimate for pc is
p˜c =
p˜+ + p˜−
2
: (37)
Proposition 16. As %x → 0, p˜c = pc +O(%x).
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Proof. As in the previous proof (30) yields
p±(x) = pc ± B
√
xc − x +O(xc − x);
which leads by integration to
±(x) = ±(xc) + pc(x − xc)∓ 23B(xc − x)
3=2 + O((xc − x)2):
Hence,
p˜± =
±(xc)− ±(xc − %x)
%x
= pc ± 23B
√
%x +O(%x)
and summing the ± equalities
p˜c = pc +O(%x)
Remark 17. The penultimate relation proves what had been only sketched, that (nite diPerences
applied to − or + only give an approximation p˜± of pc of order 12 .
Upwinding: Eventually, one has to take into account that the values of the phase used to compute
pc in our algorithm are numerical values computed at previous step, and not exact values as above.
The pseudo-stationary case (the index n does not depend on z) gives an indication that an upwind
formulae may be better that centered derivatives for the computation of p˜±. Indeed, in that case
9z± is constant and the caustic is a vertical line i.e., pc = 0. The direction of the upwinding for
± is known and the semi-discretization of the Eikonal equations gives
9z− +
√√√√n2(xj)−
(
−j − −j−1
%x
)2
= 0;
9z+ +
√√√√n2(xj)−
(
+j+1 − +j
%x
)2
= 0
and denoting c = 9z±, the numerical solution satis(es
−j − −j−1
%x
=
√
n2(xj)− c2;
+j+1 − +j
%x
=−
√
n2(xj)− c2:
Using upwind derivatives to compute p˜± yield and exact pc = 0 in formula (37).
3.2. Boundary condition at the caustic
The boundary condition at the caustic for + is the value of the phase at the caustic, given
by the former computation of −. We stress here that the value yielded by the Osher–Godunov
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Hamiltonian-based scheme is inaccurate, and that it is possible and preferable to compute this value
by solving an additional ODE.
Let c(z) = ’(z; x0(z)) be the value of the phase at the caustic. Numerically, we will rather
take +(z; xc(z))=c(z) than +(z; xc(z))=−(z; xc(z)) as a boundary condition. Indeed, as shown
below, the computation of the ODE on c (39) using our numerical estimate for pc is more accurate
than the computation of the Eikonal equation on ˜− in the last mesh at the caustic (38) using the
numerical Hamiltonian.
More precisely, the modi(ed Eikonal equation (35) at caustic point x˜ = C0 writes
9z˜−(z; C0) = 9x˜˜− · Hp(z; xc(z); pc(z))− H (z; xc(z); 9x˜˜−)
and the numerical scheme in last mesh J yields
9z˜−J = 9lx˜˜−J Hp(z; xc; p˜c)− H (z; xc; 9lx˜˜−J ) (38)
(here we only discretize in space).
Besides, ˙c(z) = ’˙(z; x0(z)) + 9zx09x0’(z; x0(z)), therefore using the third line of the Hamiltonian
system (21) and 9x0’(z; x0(z)) = 0, we get
˙c(z) = pc(z)Hp(z; xc(z); pc(z))− H (z; xc(z); pc(z)):
The corresponding numerical scheme is
˙c = p˜cHp(z; xc; p˜c)− H (z; xc; p˜c): (39)
Comparing both schemes (38) and (39) show that in the second one, 9x˜˜− has been replaced by
p˜c. We saw in Section 3.1 that p˜c is an approximation of pc of order 1 (Proposition 16), whereas
9x˜˜− is only an approximation of order 12 .
And indeed, numerical simulations show that the estimation of c through (38) is of order 12 only,
whereas using (39) we get an estimation of order 1.
3.3. The numerical Hamiltonian
We give an almost closed formula for the sake of completeness. Let ul and ur be the left and
right discrete derivatives of ˜. Osher–Godunov’s numerical Hamiltonian [41] Hˆ is given by
Hˆ (z; x˜; ul; ur) = ext
u∈[ul ;ur ]
H˜ (z; x˜; u);
where
ext
u∈[a;b]
=


min
a6u6b
if a6 b;
max
b6u6a
if a¿b:
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The numerical Hamiltonian does not simplify to a modmax as usual because of the additional linear
term in p, due to change of variables (34). However, notice that function p → −
√
n2 − p2 − x˙cp
reaches minimum at point nx˙c=
√
1 + x˙2c . Therefore,
Hˆ (z; x˜; ul; ur) = H˜ (z; x˜; uˆ);
where
uˆ=modmax
(
max
(
ul − nx˙c√
1 + x˙2c
; 0
)
;min
(
ur − nx˙c√
1 + x˙2c
; 0
))
+
nx˙c√
1 + x˙2c
except when ur ¡nx˙c=
√
1 + x˙2c ¡u
l, where one has to come back to the initial formula and test
which out of the two derivatives yields maximal value of function H˜ (ext being max in that case).
3.4. The algorithm
We write down here in full extent how the numerical methods we propose are implemented. Given
the values at time zn at all points j∈{1 : : : J} of the various unknowns of our problem, we deduce
their values at time zn+1 as follows:
• Computation of pnc :
p˜− = 9lx˜−|nJ−1; p˜+ = 9rx˜+|nJ−1;
pnc =
p˜+ + p˜−
2
:
• Incident wave boundary condition (for ˜−):
˜−|n1 = inc(zn):
• Condition on the caustic (for ˜+):
˜+|nJ = nc:
• Outgoing boundary condition (on C for ˜−, on inc for ˜+)
• Computation of ˜n+1j :
˜±|n+1j = ˜±|nj − %zHˆ (zn; x˜j; u±l ; u±r );
u±l = 9
l
x˜˜
±|nj ; u±r = 9rx˜˜±|nj ;
• Computation of xn+1c :
xn+1c = x
n
c + %zHp(z
n; xnc ; p
n
c):
• Computation of n+1c :
n+1c = 
n
c + %z(p
n
cHp(z
n; xnc ; p
n
c)− H (zn; xnc ; pnc)):
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Increasing order in z: Let us denote by U the set of all our unknowns, and by Un+1=Un+%zf(Un)
the algorithm described above. We use the second-order scheme with intermediate step
Un+1=2 = Un + 12%zf(U
n);
U n+1 = Un + %zf(Un+1=2):
4. Numerical results
4.1. Presentation
We conduct a series of experiments with diPerent values of n. In all cases we take  = =4 as
the angle of eb, the direction of the incident plane wave, with the horizontal, i.e.,
inc(z) = z sin :
We provide two comparisons of these results. First with the Lagrangian ray solution, and when
possible with a solution produced with another numerical method [9]. This method only holds for
caustics that evolve to the left.
Convergence of the algorithm—ray comparison: The ray solution will be our reference so-
lution. We study the convergence of the algorithm with respect to the location of the caustic,
and also compare the values of the phase at the caustic. Let us de(ne the errors made in these
computations.
We shoot a dozen of rays. For each, we compute the z coordinate of the point where the ray hits
the caustic, by an Lagrangian method [8]. There we evaluate the diPerence between the position of
the ray and xc(z), and also the diPerence between the value of the phase transported along the ray
by solving (7) and the value of the phase computed by our Eulerian algorithm.
We de(ne the error as the mean value of the errors of each ray. The arrays next section show
the behaviors of the errors versus the number of points J used to discretize the x-axis. Due to the
limit precision of the ray method (approximately 10−4), the order 1 behavior of the error made in
the location of the caustic can only be seen in cases where it keeps away from this limit. In all
cases, the convergence of the value of the phase at the caustic is of order 1.
Comparison with the caustic capturing method [9]: We compare the position of the caustic
obtained by our method and by another numerical method presented in [9]. This former method
only computes the—solution in the case of a caustic evolving towards the inside of the computa-
tional domain, but has the particularity to (nd the exact z-position of the caustic in an asymptotic
sense.
Figures: Figs. 7–18 illustrate the numerical results of our algorithm with J = 50 points on the
x-axis:
• Figs. 7, 10, 13, 15, 17 show the contour levels of the phases ± superimposed, and the computed
position of the caustic xc;
• Figs. 8, 11, 14, 16, 18 picture the rays together with the position of the caustic we computed;
• in Figs. 9 and 12, the crosses represent the caustic location computed using the caustic capturing
algorithm with a 500 points discretization in space. Our solution is the solid line.
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Fig. 7. Contour levels of ±—The caustic.
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Fig. 8. Comparison with the ray method.
4.2. The numerical experiments
We consider the following z-dependent refraction indexes:
n(z; x) =
{
1
1− (1 + c(z))(x − 0:5)3 if x6 0:5;
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Fig. 9. Comparison with the caustic capturing method.
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Fig. 10. Contour levels of ±—The caustic.
where:
(1) c(z) = 0:2 ∗ z—see Figs. 7–9.
Behavior of the errors× e-3
J 25 50 100
On the caustic 0.81 0.06 0.14
On the phase 10 5.8 3.1
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Fig. 11. Comparison with the ray method.
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Fig. 12. Comparison with the caustic capturing method.
(2) c(z) = 0:05 ∗ z2—see Figs. 10–12.
Behavior of the errors× e-3
J 25 50 100
On the caustic 1.3 0.41 0.06
On the phase 12 6.4 3.4
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Fig. 13. Contour levels of ±—The caustic.
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Fig. 14. Comparison with the ray method.
(3) c(z) =−0:05 ∗ z2—see Figs. 13, 14.
Behavior of the errors× e-3
J 25 50 100
On the caustic 2.5 1.1 0.52
On the phase 16 8.1 4.1
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Fig. 15. Contour levels of ±—The caustic.
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Fig. 16. Comparison with the ray method.
(4) c(z) = 0:4 ∗ sin(1:5 ∗ z)—see Figs. 15, 16.
Behavior of the errors× e-3
J 25 50 100
On the caustic 4.7 2.2 1.0
On the phase 11 6.4 3.5
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Fig. 17. Contour levels of ±—The caustic.
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Fig. 18. Comparison with the ray method.
(5) c(z) =−0:4 ∗ sin(1:5 ∗ z)—see Figs. 17, 18.
Behavior of the errors× e-3
J 25 50 100
On the caustic 7.4 3.2 1.3
On the phase 15 6.9 3.5
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5. Conclusion
We presented a new method for the direct Eulerian computation of the multivalued solution of
Hamilton–Jacobi equation in the case of a fold caustic. We show that the accuracy of the usual
method degenerates in the vicinity of the caustic and provided a numerical formula to close our
system while maintaining a (rst-order accuracy. This accuracy is required to give a correct boundary
condition for the return (+) functions, associated to the part of the rays after the caustic. We also
give a systematic initialization procedure of the system when the Cauchy data is only available for
the incident wave.
The next step (see [10]) is to compute the transported energy solution of Eq. (5) and using the
solutions ± computed with the algorithm described in this paper.
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